2018 was the year that the
FMI Foundation's vision
for National Family Meals
™
Month became a reality.
While this past September was only the fourth official anniversary of this
promotion, this is the year the campaign became a movement. It grew
far beyond the Foundation's direct efforts and was adopted and adapted
by hundreds of partners and influencers who promoted it to exponential
numbers of consumers. And these consumers paid attention!

The undeniable source of this tremendous success
is partnership. More than ever, the proverb that
"there is strength in numbers" proved true in 2018.
Supplier partners increased by 40 percent. Community
collaborator partners increased by 37 percent, and retail partners
increased by 20 percent. In sum, there were 232 partners

promoting the importance of family meals this past September.
They literally spanned from coast to coast.

232

BUY 6 PARTICIPATING PRODUCTS,
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Families that eat
together have kids who
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More importantly, these partners promoted
family meals with fervor. Not only were there
more organizations celebrating the importance
of eating one more meal each week at home,
each of these groups organized a substantial
spectrum of activities to create extraordinary
reach and frequency of messaging and
consumer engagement.

Please visit FMl.org/family-meals/Partners for
a snapshot of these partners.

Perhaps some of the strongest consumer activations came from
partners working with other partners. This collaboration not only
reminded consumers about the importance of family meals, it provided
them with tangible suggestions and solutions at point of purchase.
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Moving the Needle on Family Meals
It's notjust perception that this movement is making a difference. There is proof!
In October 2018, a National Family Meals Month survey was conducted across the country
by the Nielsen Harris poll. The results were nothing short of phenomenal.
A record number of
consumers-28 percent
reported that they saw
the campaign. This is a
115 percent increase from
the number of consumers
who reported seeing the
campaign the previous year.
2017

43%
33%

As a result of seeing this
campaign, 43 percent of
consumers are cooking more
meals at home and 33 percent are
eating together more as a family.

• eating
together
more

2018

Visit FMl.org/family-meals to learn more.

